Chinese and Western Combinations
Gemini (Horse) Month
Combination with Horse Year:
"Reflect" Mercury, Air, Mutable
"Command" Yang-Positive Fire
Characteristics:
Self-Selfishness,
Autonomy,
Pragmatism, Haste, Rebellion, Unscrupulousness,
Dexterity, Accomplishment, Anxiety, Perspicacity,
Superficiality,
Deception,
Indecisiveness,
Performance, Persuasiveness, Flexibility, Dexterity,
Style, Versatility, Inconstancy, Quick-Wittedness,
Glibness, Impatience, Popularity

This combination is loaded down with ability of all sorts. Given all this, one would think
that the Gemini-Horse is away and running and the winner of the Triple Crown. The
problem is, they are at war with themselves and that gets in the way. The GeminiHorse wants liberty, popularity and soul. Particularly the latter relates to this
combination and it does so in every sense of the word. They will not be pushed and
they want to be themselves. Their artistic selves cry out for expression and they are
absolutely able to express themselves; usually in music or the visual arts. Their
refusal to conform to other people’s wishes, including for example, the boss, and their
insistence on being themselves¸ thwarts their drive and significant success. It is
entirely possible that they will find a career in a field they love. Maybe they are
members of a band or maybe they are successful in the visual arts. Maintaining that
success, and most certainly moving higher on the ladder, can be very difficult for a
combination that is a rebel with a cause and hat cause is usually themselves. This
combination is not lazy. They work and they generally do so responsibly. But they
want to work sexy and they want to work cool and they want to work popular. Often
that is not possible.
Romance: This combination needs someone who is kind, compassionate, giving,
talented, good looking, understanding, tolerant, sexy and perfect. Of course they are
not likely to find such a person and this results in problems with relationships and
romance. The result might be a series of shallow love affairs full of bells and whistles
but residing in an abandoned factory. This combination is looking for the knight in
shining armor and he must be tall dark and handsome. They are looking for their
princess; the most beautiful one in the world. What they want is an ideal.
Relationships: Best left off the list for this combination are Virgo or Scorpio-Buffalos
and the Sagittarius- Buffalo for compatibility. Do not consider Virgo, Pisces and
Sagittarius-Rats or a Pisces-Boar. Probably at the top of the list of romantic

candidates are Leo and Aquarius- Dogs and Tigers. Aries-Rams, however, as well as
Tigers and Libra-Rams also make the list.
Family Life: This combination loves their home but that is not necessarily to say that
they are homebodies. They are not. Yes, they do take very good care of their abode
and it works for them. It is a place to rest and recover from the assorted explosions
that are generally a part of this combination’s life; some of which take place in that
very home. The house might be made of stone or bricks and it is very hard to crumble,
but it might be tested by the Gemini-Horse themselves. There might be more than the
average number of hot colors in the décor as well, perhaps reflecting a highly charged
person.
Likelihood: Their home base is ego centered, however. Their reflections are of
themselves and, in particular, the problems they have in life. At that point they often
return to their stable, being led rather than being pushed. Gemini-Horses are at one
and the same time directed inwardly and outwardly. Needless to say, this is
problematic. The outward direction is often a push against others, flying in the face of
their own distaste for being pushed.
Famous Gemini/Horses: Igor Stravinsky, Josephine Baker, Margaret Bourke-White,
Paul McCartney.

